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Forum PJrovides
Some Answers
by Bruce Smith

vo.u

An audience of about 65 people listened
dicating a high correlation between AIDS
to panelists at the second in a series of eight
patients and drug abuse is not bor9 out by
' 'Open Forums on AIDS" . This forum, held
others .
in Portland on January 9, brought together
When asked if it is possible to build up
Gary Anderson, a representt1t:ive of the " atthe immune system naturally, Dr. Bach said,
risk' ' community and coordinator of the
"Absolutely ." Good diet, rest , Jack of
AIDS-Line ; Michael Bach, an infectious
stress, and similar attention to your body can
disease specialist at Maine Medical Center;
be helpful. Dr. Pickus believes that using
Dick Davies , representative of the Goverlarge doses of vitamins would not be useful
nor's Interdepartmental Task Force on ·however.
AIDS; Dale McCormick, President of the
The participants on the panel tried to
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance; and
clarify the current status of testing for the
Owen Pickus, a Portland physician
AIDS carrier, the HTLV-III virus. Testing
specializing in oncology and hematology.
is now done at blood donation centers and
After brief introductory statements, the
at "alternative test sites" across Maine. The
panelists took questions from the audience.
primary test given, the ELISA test, looks for
Several of the questions related to the risk
antibodies which would have been created
factor for heterosexuals. Members of the au- by the body in reaction to the virus. If a perdience wanted to know how, exactly , the son tests positive twice with the ELISA, he
virus causing AIDS could be transmitted
is automatically given the Western Blot, a
through vaginal intercourse ; if AIDS can be
more complicated and more expensive test.
transmitted by injections; if ~ictims of child
For a promiscuous homo&exual male, there
sexuaJ abuse are at risk; BIKII if mosqtt{toes is an estimated 98% accuracy rate for the
...,..~:=:=::::::::;:::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:;:;:::;:;:::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:::;:;::f:=:~:~:~:~:~:~:~::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::'i~
Western Blot. Panelists agreed though that
play a part iP. the spread of the disease.
the only truly accurate test is to actuallv
The precise route the virus could take in
vaginal intercourse is not known but Dr.
Pickus offered menstruation and cervical - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
The Open Forum on AIDS are coerosion as poss ible factors. It was also
pointed _out that anyorne, including sponsored by MLGPA, the State Bureau of
heterosexual women , is at risk when prac- Health , the Maine Health Foundation, and
ticing anal intercourse or using condoms that the Maine Public Health Association:- Future
February 14, 15, and 16 will find Port- three for a dollar. Proceeds from each
are defective or are used incorrectly. The forums will be held as follows:
land's clubs joining hands to raise funds drawing will be split, half for the winning
February 4 Lewiston
fear -of receiving the AIDS virus through Lewiston
for patients with AIDS in the state of ticket holder, and half to be presented to
Junior High
routine injections was laid 1to rest.,l>y Dr.
Maine. As a result of consolidated efforts the Gay Health Action Committee. Cycle's
Auditorium
Bach . He pointed oorltiat i needle.u
by Randy Toothaker at the Underground First Annual Sweetheart Hunt will send
Mid-must first be contaminated and this would
and Backstreet, and Tom Corbett at you scampering about the club se~rching
date and locaFebruary
not be the case in blood banks or any other
Cycles, the fund raising events are ex- · for the ever elusive bunny rabbit. Those
tion to be
health care ituation. The ·point was
pected to be a smashing success this com-· successful in capturing the candied critters
announced
reiterated several times throughout the even
ing Valentine's Day Weekend.
will be awarded prizes in the spirit of the
Coffin School
March 6
ing. The questr of risk thrc~ugh child s This
gala
weekend
will
be
launched
Sweetheart Weekend. Open at 2 p.m.
Auditorium
ual abuse was not addressel~ . Ors. Pick s
Friday the 14th with Red and White Night Saturday, Cycles officially declares 7 p.m.
U .M.F . and Bach agreeil that there is no evide ee Farmington March 18
at the Underground. All covers collected at the start of their evening's festivities.
Lincoln
of mosqu · oes being carriers of the v· s.
from patrons dressed in the theme of Red
Auditorium,
Mosqu ·t s have been implicated i one
And now, La Piece de Resistance, to be
.and White will be presented to the Maine
LC-131
town i Florida but other factors are inHealth Foundation. Judges will select the held Sunday, February 16th at the UnderKennebunk April 3
Kennebunk
volve , according to Dr. Pilckus.
best Red and White outfit of the night, ground; The Mardi Gras Costume Ball.
High School
''Th s is not a highly contagious v
and the winner will be presented an Under- Prizes will be given for the best costumes
Auditorium
said Dr Bach. It isn 't restricted to homose
ground collection of candies and roses. at the Ball, and all covers collected for the
All forums except Bethel are scheduled
intravenous drug users though . Dr.
Backstreet will run a Sweetheart Special, evening will be donated to the Maine
id that some docton· have cla· e
or 7:30 p .m.
the vi s cannot be t.ransmitteo from f,
Jes . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. , two covers for the cost of one, with all Health Foundation. The competition is
· proceeds to be donated to the Maine out with .a special appearance by Tina
to
es, but that recent evidcence sho s this
Health Foundation.
LaPointe and Friends. Be there!
is u true . Dr. Pickus stated that he nows ·
c~lture the virus from tested blood , a very
All are welcome and encouraged to
" You Gotta Have a Heart" is the theme
gay
n who have " returned to a he erosexdifficult process .
Saturday night at Cycles. Tom Corbett show your suppo~t, and join in the fun and
ual lifestyle " and therefor· fe Jes may
Mr . Anderson explained the procedure
will hold five 50 / 50 drawings through the help fight the suffering of our friends ,
I
these men.
receive e v
in se
course of the evening, selling tickets at Sweetheart Weekend , in Portland .
On the other hand , the heterosexual com- used at alternative test sites located in
munity in general is not at ri,sk . Dr. Pickus Bangor, Auburn , Portland (currently not
stated that if it were at risk , we would be operating) , and Biddeford . The testing at
these sites can be done by code numbers so and no virus, there are antibodies and virus
risk for getting AIDS as it becomes more
seeing a lot of ev idence by now .
in the system that will produce symptoms ,
widespread. Mr. Davies said that the state
T wo questioners asked about drugs and a person doesn ' t have to use his name , and
the six dollar fee is underwritten by the state. or there are antibodies and virus in the
is re-printing information about AIDS for
the additio nal risk they may create . Mr.
distribution and is trying to be creative about
Anderson responded saying that the biggest According to Mr. Anderson, personnel at system that will not produce symptoms. Dr.
problem with any drugs is that they impair the sites will counsel clients not to be tested Bach said that the blood available for educating the public on a limited budget. He
said materials would be made available to
judgment and affect dec ision-making , because the results don't tell them anything transfusions is very safe now due to the
schools that ask for them free of charge or thereby jeopard izing "safe sex ''. practices . for sure . Even if the test were absolutely ac- testing at blood centers.
at minimal cost but the state can't force the
Drugs may act to suppress the immune curate, it wouldn't predict whether the perOne audience member asked what is beson will go on to develop AIDS symptoms.
· schools to provide information to - the
system too , making it more lilkely that AIDS
ing
done to educate young people about
students. He encouraged citizens to make
will develop after a person contracts the Ms. McCormick criticized the use of the
AIDS. She referred to the promiscuous
their wishes known to school officials. A
virus. Current thinking is that about 10% of tests because the results were so ambiguous.
nature of teenage sexual contacts and was
. member of the audience commented that
the people infected with the virus will even- She pointed out that a positive result means
one of four things : the result is false (inac- backed up by Dr. Pickus, who said that high
"schools have been educating kids on sex
tually have AIDS . Dr. Pickus mentioned that
curate), there are antibodies in the _system school and college men and women are at
for years and this [AIDS] is the result."
the recent research by [Cesar] Caceres in-

GOTTA
H"VE A
HEART!

Portland's Clubs Host
Sweetheart Weekend

~

-Letters!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

In Response to Out From Under •••
As a recovering alcoholic and drug addict
I read with interest th~: review'of Out From
Under: Sober Dykes & Our Friends recently published in Our Paper. I found the
review very fnteresting and informative and
I am looking forward to reading the book
itself. However, I wouild like to share some
personal viewpoints which disagree with
so'me of those presented in the review.
The article states thalt ··AA is only tolerant
of lesbians (as long as we are not too openly lesbian)." From personal experience I can
gratefully say that this has not proven true .
My lover and I are both in AA and very .
open about our relatiornship both outside and
inside AA meetings. For example, if we
want to hold hands, we do; and we do not
cqa11ge or avoid personal pronouns. In the
seven months we ha.ve been together we
have been threatened once. The person who
issued
'threat never followed through and
now treats us like other individuals in the
program, without prejudice or disgust. People are people whether in AA or not and
sometimes ~ little bit of quiet education is
all that is needed to.minimize prejudice and
maximi?e tolerance ancf acceptance. For lesbians. who continue to feel that they are not
being treated fairly by AA, gay meetings are
availabie _in :many, ar~as.,

the

The article goes on to say that
"naivete .. . is rampant among professionals"
and that these same professionals are "just
beginning to realize that women might have
speci~l needs. · · As a recovering alcoholic
and dmg addict the only need I have is to
stay clean and sober on a daily basis . All
other -needs are secondary . I did not commit myself to a 30 day treatment program
to deal ~ith my sexuality but rather, my addiction . If an individual (woman or man) has
" special needs." private counseling is
available . I see this statement as tending to
separate us lesbians from everybody else and
saying that we are special. When it comes
to recovery the only thing that matters is that
we DON'T DRINK OR DRUG.
I am responsible for my own recovery. I
am the only person who can isolate me from
other peoP,le and give myself excuses to
return to drunkenness , if that is what I- ·
choose. I have the choice. I can choose to
remain clean and sober or I can choose to · .
drink and drug. I can also choose whether
to educate quietly and respect myself or to
remain in the closet and accept the, consequences of prejudice and ignorance.

Help Needed

WANTED - D.J . for dance club in
Portland. Must have own records. Calli Randy at Underground. 773-3315 after 12 noon.
WANTED:
health aide to assist: love'r
of PW A in Scarborough area . Full or part
time . Ocean front home . Pleasant atmosphere. Room and b1Jard optioaal. Salary
negotiable . Call John at 883-5828.
Women's Winter Lights - Energi:zing,
Lifting, Connecting. Guided Imagery
Through Earth/Women's Cycles. A Gift For
Yourself, Your Love-Sisters. Mother,
Friends. Personalized. $5. Each. Seri,es of
5, $20. Mary Cain. 583 Plain St..
Stoughton, MA 02072.
FOR SALE - 1980 Subaru station wagon.
70.000 miles. runs well. needs some minor
repairs. $2300. Call or visit Fred mt Our
Books. 773-5540 .

L.J. Ripley
HAIRY MEN! National adlists for bears
and smooth or hairy trappers'. If yoUt love
fur . this is the list'. Information? Send $2.00
to MAN HAIR. 59 West 10th St.. NYC
10011.

To Our Paper CoUe~iive:
I ,hay~ ·en~fos.ed· .te~ of my effusions
(poems) artq I wonder would your group like
to publish ~ ithi~ Our Paper .a few·· of them
or all of them!?
I have been writing 111ow for twenty-plus
years and I have also been reading LesbianGay poems· now for seventeen years and I
feel l write just as good - [. think .
The letters and classifieds. [in the January ,
issurJ arf qn !he rigqt,page,. nufI!ber 7, And .·.
I feel you .s.hould,have put " If B,arbie Were
a Goddess " by R .J . Blessington on page
three . That ' s what I like to read before
A.I.D,S. anytime . Also I would like more
book reviews than just one or two each
month. I also would like to see more personal stories from Maine Gay-Lesbian life. '
Also rri.ore reports from all the Maine groups
like you used to have. Maybe in the future
you will carry a whole page of poems and
another two or three pages of book reviews .
Within my own feelings, dori't overwrite
upon· A.tD .S·. · 1 have ·found out ·over so
many years that ·Gay Males become bored
even with death and a bung hole so why
don 1t you for a change put the A.I.D .S. on
the back pages.and see what the letters from
tho~ who read Our Paper_say.

ROOMMATE WANTED.
M F gay person wanted to share a
beautiful 2 bedroom apartment in the
Old Port vicinity. 15 foot ceilings. lfireplace. hardwood floors. off-street parking. private entrance. Reasonable. Call
775-2468.

Reporters/correspondents
needed to participate in the exciting O~r Paper collective.
Writers froin Bangor, Augusta,
Lewiston-Auburn, Ogunquit and
rural areas wanted to report on
political, social news and events in
your community. To help Our
Paper broaden its community ·base
and be a part of our important,
dynamic collective, write Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
Me. 04104.

PURPOSE
OUR PAPER is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
as a voice for lesbians and gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support
and affirmation, and . a vehicle for
celebration, by and for members o
the lesbian and gay men's
communities. We want the paper to
reflect our diversity, as well.
EDITORIAL POLICY

PERSONALS
)

.1

•

Wanted' - Adventuresome· Relatioinship
- GWM. 18. 5 ' l l ", hazel eyes . brown
hair. Goodlookin g. warm. sensiti ve. Iov in o
man seeks sensitive : warm. lovi!lg man~
Must enj oy dancing. mov ies. go ing .out to
dinner. adventuresome ideas (nonsexual).
and'be 18-37. If you arc these. drop rn note
to " PJ" . P.O . Box 10512. Portland 04104 .
Photo nice. not required .

o~r11~··~~~s

. 96 COLI RT~ST. .·:

Antique i Curio ·Shop ·
TEL 782-0638 • AUBURN, ME.

Endangered Species! Rare blue-eyed bear .
gentle M50. ve ry shy , seeks sim . for war
hugs . chem-free prowls. occ.
ohib~rnations . Crag leaping. fish tickling.
other vernal pursuits later. Bare dcsc d ption
to P.O. Box 6618 Portland. Mc . 04101.

OfJ<!n: . Mon;;:Sqt.; 19,.. 5. _, _
· Sundays 12- 5

f eatu ring art glass,
decorative lamps, art deco,
art nouveau, vintage
clothing. and Jeweby ·

Slim, bearded, GWM, 45. 5 ' 10.". 140.
seeks slim gay liberal who is mellow yet
sincere . Would especially like to hear from
gays who arc from northern Maine. Relationship intended . Write Occupant. Box
10442. Portland. Me. 04101.

Sincerely in Gay Friendship,
Paui H. Groves

TH:E GOOD EGG CAFE

·~ · The rate for classifieds is $4 fo1· 30
'. words, 10¢ for each additional word. For
personals add $2 for handling. AU ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
P.O. Box 10744; Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually expllicit
language in your personals. Respcmses
to personals will not be openeti by Our
Paper and will be forw:arded to you urice
ml"nthly.
·

705 Congress Street
773 • 0801

We will consider for publication an
material that broadens our ·understand
ing of our lifestyles ap.d of each other.
Views and opinions appearing in th
paper are those of the authors only:
All material.submitted must be signe_
and include an address and/ or phone
number, so we ·can contact the auth ·
should we need to consider editoria
revisions. However, within the pages o
the newspaper, articles can appea
anonymously, upon request, and stric
confidentiality will be observed. N
revision& or rejections of material wil
oceur ' ithout;dialo!fUt with the author.
We welcome and encourage all ou
readers to submit material . fo
publication and share your comments,
criticisms and positive feelings with ui,.
emember, OUR PAPER is You
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
t e 10th of the month.
SUBSCRIPTION
.
Suo criptions are $12 for one :ar (12
issues , $20 for two years, and 130 for
three years. Make checks paya\Jle to
PAPER". All submissioD;B and
c
spondence should be sent to OU
APER, P.O. BOX 10744, Po land,
aine 04104.
'

'~J:

Our Paper Collective

.graphiti

family portraits
136 Commercial Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-0046

•

Barb Puls
Bruce Smith
Tom Sumner
P.S. Sutherlanti
B!frbara..Wootl
Norm Brillant

·

SILKSCREENEO

by

Jenna

Deborah Ward, prop.

Studios in East Winthrop
·page 2 • OUR P)lPER ..

395-4183

547a Congress Street Portland. Me. 04101

207-774-7599

Dear Crabby
Dear Crabby,

Dear Crabby,

I read somewhere of a doctor who has
developed a cure for homos1exµality in pill
form. All you have to· do is take one a day
and you can be heterosexual for twenty-four
hours. What do you know about this?

We own two Cabbage Patch dolls. Qon 1t
ask . Anyway, when my lover an4 I got
home the other night the urchins had broken
into the liquor cabinet. We found the dolls
in the living room, their clothes scattered
everywhere, and in a very compromising
Signed, , position. Now what?
Hypochondriac .

•t

Dear Crabby,

Dear Crabby,

My lover insists on warming the bed by
putting a hair dryer between the sheets. She
hates a cold bed and insists on performing
the ritual every night. Other than that she
is a perfectly average lesbian type woman .

Why do people zing others? c ·ontinually
put them down? Is it a sign of insecurity?
I have never been able to ·figure i~ ~ut.
I'm an easy target. I don't know how ; nor
do I care to, zing back. Sometimes, though,
people really make me feel stupid. I kno"".
it's a sign of affection. But it certainly effects my delicate ego. What can I do? Ho"".
do I protect myself withoui becoinin& a
·
recluse?

Signed,
Blown Away

Signed,
Adoptive parent

Dear Hypo ,

( J

Dear Blown,

Crabby has been surround1ed by pill~ like
you all my life. It has turned me into a much
better person. First you must know the truth.
Babies are born gay and converted to
heterosexuality at an early age. I firmly
believe this . If there is a pill that can induce
heterosexuality for twenty-four hours I have
never heard of it, but I do know a good antidote since way too many people have
overdosed.

Dear Parent,
Have you tried cold water? Please do send
me the brand name of the liquor they were
drinking as I'm sure it would liven up my
cole slaw recipe enormously. I would nof
worry too much about this since the dolls
are not anatomically correct above or below
the waist.

I have never met a lesbian who was not
a woman and though some of them refused
to believe it they never warmed. their bed
with a hair dryer. I do hope you remov~ the
apparatus before you get into bed. The instrument is intended to dry the hair on your
head. Then again, perhaps your lover would
rather use an electric blanket on her coif.
Crabby

Crabby

Crabby

Dear Crabby,

Understanding LoveIs It Possible? ,
LOVE ... how does one U SC this word? Many ways , for it c ertainly has many meanings . In the music world of today, and days gone by; we hear love used in a variety
of ways . For example, Glen Campbell had a passion for his four-wheeled vehicle, with
his song "I LOVE MY TRUCK". And Dolly Parton really tl~w off the handle with
her-song, "LOVE IS LIKE /l. BUTTERFLY" . (I have yet to figure that one out!! ) Country
music is not the only culprit.. .far from it. Rock music, too, is in this game. We all
remember "LOVE STINKS", it was a very popular song a while back. Did you ever
wonder what influenced the lyrics? My guess is, either the heat of the moment happened
at the town dump or the camping trip under the stars was interrupted by a nosy skunk.
Finally , ·we must have pity on poor Pat Benatar. Her lovelife must be rough or she is
really into the leather-whips-and-chains-hurt-me-hurt-me. (BE REASONABLE!!!)
"LOVE IS A BATTLEFIELD" .. . is it really? So many songs, so many meanings. For
what.. .LOVE!!

If you do not clean up your act our
organization intends to abduct you and alter
your personality by shrinking your brain.
We are tired of your constant disregard for
morality, ethics and compassion. People like
you should be locked up to protect the
world. This is not an idle threat. If you do
not reform to our demands you leave us no
alternative.

Signed,

us

by Buffy Louise

MAINE'S ONLY

"COM

t\tATE GAY CLUB

JOIN US"
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w
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2HATES STREET 784-2251
GAME ROOM / DISCO

HAPPY HOUR THU RS. & SUN. - ALLNIGH T!
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Dear Stupid, ·
When a soldier seeks refuge he .does not
go to the enemy for it. You are a very brave
person. I will not bore you with all the
justifications of cattiness since my career is
reason enough. What you need to do is learn
to distinguish when a remark is made out
of anger or love. Crabby likes to think that
anyone who talks to me ~s insulting. My
choice. You need self esteem and that will .
not be found looking out. The only sure way
to protect yourself is to have nothing to defend . Laugh at your own ·reflection .. Crabby did and cracked seven mirrors.
.._
Dear Crabby, ·
Ever since I was small 1· enjoyed being
spanked. I would lie, cheat, steal and wear
my mother's best clothes just so I would get
punished. I can never find a Jover willing
_to paddle me as much as I would like. Help.

Dear US,

Signed,
Bare_ Bottom

.

\

Why me? There are so many other advice
columnists who deserve to be realigned.
Crabby's brain has already shrunk to fit.
Crabby 's brains has shrunk so low that it
gets_in the way during sex. Also, I am much
too busy.. Thanks anyway .

Next we have TRUE LOVE , not to be confusi;:d with that cheap imitation stuff. Have
you heard the symptoros.fo bemg in tWs-coodition? Starvation, perpetual stomach pains,
and sweaty palm ; JUst to name a few. All a little hard to believe. The one that ~eally
gets to me is t at "sweaty palms·" bit. PLEASE!! feel sorry for that old cow m the
summer time. farmer Jones has sweaty palms ... L K OUT BESSIE! HE 'S AFTER
MORE THAN ILK!!
Finally we g t to infatuation . It sounds I e a contagious disease for the overly obese.
It's also called 'puppy love ' ' (thank yo Donny 0). Let 's be .thankful we don ' t use
it fo r the literal meaning .
LOVE . word we may never undeFstand . 0 well , the world probably couldn 't exist
without i. From Dave and L..havc a happy Valentine 's Day!!

Signed,
I'm not stupid, but sometimes .I feel
.
that' way .'

Dear B.B. ,
Why don't you hook yourself up to a good
river boat.

· - -......·-------------------~.,..~~-·C•r•a•b-;by

I!'

l j§iif!Po~o~I, Disco, Video,
...-i:-.+-+-Hc+H-+tiH-+- Music ·& Dc;,ncing
3 ~iNCi £~EET, ~ ME.

·

7'72-9538:

. Tues.-Wed. 1:00-1:15 free, $2 for rest of evening
Thursday-PUii Tab Night 1:0ll-1:15$2, $3 for rest of evening.
· -Fri: & Sat.- $4 for all
Sunday-$2 All Night
Let's Make A Deal Night

End U/J

,
A re;axing atmosphere where you .

can sample ho~coa, mochas, gourmet teas, gourmet
coffee, and an ever-changin~J selection of homemade
pastries. We also serve Pizza and Sandwiches. Join us!
We are open each night 9:00--3:00 AM , M-T & Sun
9:00--4 :00 AM , Fri & Sat

O UR PAPER• p age 3

.P oppers and AIDS-Reason for c-:>ncernby Gary L. Anderson

In the summer of l 981, when there were
only 100 known cases of AIDS in this country, almost all in homosexual males , the
Centers for Di sease Control in Atlanta did
an epidemiological survey to find out what
· it could possibly be that was causing thi s
new disease syndrome. !By interviewing the
30 people with AIDS who were known to
still be.alive,,these researcher came upon a
significant finding: more than 90 % of the
people with AIDS had used inhaled nitrites,
or "poppers." It was assumed by some doctors that a bad batch of nitrites might have
been distributed and that AIDS was the
. result, while other suspe:cted that it was the
long term effects of nitrite use that produced
AIDS as . a consequence, Even with such
disagreemei:it , most of the early AIDS
researchers felt that poppers were the
answer to the question as to what was causing ·illnesses in previously healthy homosex. ual ·men! But direct causality had yet to be
proved, And , as we all k now now , resea rchers eventually determined that a new
virus, the HTL V-III /LA VI ARV (take your
· pick) virus, was the culprit. But the controversy over the link poppers played in the
AIDS picture did not go away and continues
to ·this day . ·
The names sou nd like appellations for the
. newest batch of cartoon ,superheroes (RAM ,
·: RUSH , THUNDERBOLT) or worse
{LOCKER ROOM , CRYPT TONIGHT) . ·
In actual.ity they are the names of room
odorizers, which, given their rather unpleasant aromas, don't appear to have any reason
to be selling ; especially when they aren't
advertised on TV or the radio, in
newspapers or mainstream magazines.
(Doesn't WOMAN'S DAY seem a logical
place to advertise a room odorizer?) Indeed,
these. room odorizers are often sold in the
most unlikely places of all: gay bars, adult
bookstores , adult movie tlheaters , and in porno magazines. But, they do sell, and sell
well (to the tune of nearly $50 million in
1978) . Such success reeks (pardon the pun)
of genius on the part of the manufacturers
and marketers of such products . That genius
becomes more apparent when it is realized
that people who buy these room odorizers
don ' t use them for that purpose. Instead,
people use poppers as a recr,eational drug
(either to get a high , especially when dancing, or fo enhance a sexual experience) . Imagine that.
_No one can dispute that poppers do have
a stimulating effect on the people who inhale th~m , which sounds harmless enough.
But the~e is a growing amount of evidence
that the; use of such a prnduct could have
serious ~ealth consequences for the user. As
I've already mentioned , poppers were considered ; a causative age:nt for AIDS. In ·

September of 1983 , the CDC ruled out pop- poppers fumes. The results were that these
mice beca me " highly susceptible to disease
pers as the cause of AIDS, but concluded
their report with these words: ''but their role and death caused by a g roup of organisms
as a cofactor in some of the illnesses found
related to tuberculosis , an infectio n that is
similar to one of the leading killers of peoin this sy ndrome (i.e . AIDS) has not been
ruled out.,. Indeed , many AIDS researchers
ple with AIDS ." Mice of the same breed
have theorized that the high incidence of which were not exposed t0 poppers fumes
and yet were exposed to the tuberculosisKaposi 's Sarcoma in people with AIDS is
type bacteria had less illness and lower morrelated to the use of poppers. Most recently
tality rates from it. The researchers are now
more solid ev idence that poppers may inworking to ·more fully describe poppers imdeed be a cofactor for AIDS was published.
(A cofactor being the factor or agent that is
munologic effects.
Besides weakening the body ' s immune
necessary or which inc reases the likelihood
of a person developing a di sease he or she
system , as the above Denver study showed ,
has already been exposed to . In terms of poppers are known to cause headaches , dizAIDS, this means that a person could be exziness, tachycardia (abnormal rapidity of
posed to the causative agent, the HTL V-III
heart action), sy ncope (fainting due to invirus , but not develop sy mptoms of AIDS . adequme blood flow to the brain) , hypote ns ion
unless some other factor, the cofactor, 1s
(low
blood
pre ss ure),
involved.)
methemoglobinemia (in which the blood
becomes poorly oxygenated - can't carry
oxygen - and the person' s skin turns slightly bluish , grayish, slatelike or dark purple),
and , although rarely , sudden death. The
body sometimes converts inhaled nitrites to
nitrosamines which may cause ·cancer or
mutation . Little is known as to whether or
not the damage done to the immune system
by poppers is irreparable .
· Poppers have a lso been implicated, in the
same way that all drugs have been, in interfering with the judgment making ability
of the user. Thus, a poppers user could place
him or her self in sexual or other drugrelated activities that could greatly increase
the risk of getting AIDS . People who use
poppers as a muscle relaxant to allow easier
anal insertion run an e:ven greater risk of getting AIDS . Poppers relax the person' s blood
vessels so that the absorption of foreign
substances (like the AIDS virus) 'is gre~tly
enhanced during an activity like anal intercourse. The resultant high from poppers use
may also lessen the user' s awareness of the
severity of physic;al acts and trauma to body
Both the October issue of the AIDS Aco rgans may result. (This is important to
tion Committee 's (Boston) Lifelines - remembe r, tc>0, for one of the other cofacNewsletter and the AID to End AIDS Comtors being studied is stimulation of the AIDS
mittee's (Memphis) winter ed_ilion'of AIDS
virus into activity as a result of various sexUPDATE contained news of the association
ual practices.)
between poppers and AIDS . It was reported
Poppers are not regulated in any way so
that researchers at · the National Jewish
that the purity of the product can be assured.
Center for Immunologi and Respiratory
A study done in 1981 at the Stanford
Medicine (NJCIRM) in Denver had found
Medical Laboratories found such in-wurities
evidence that poppers increased the risks
as kerosene, hydrochloric acid , a d sulfur
associated with AIDS . The study showed
dioxide in · the poppers they tested.
that inhalation of isobutyl nitrite or poppers
Massachusetts has outlawed poppers for
may further impair the body's ability to fight
years and most recently (June of 1985) New
off infectious diseases in individual s with
York State passed a law making it illegal to
immune system abnormalities classically
sell or possess " hazardous inhalants" that
characteristic of AIDS .
cause intoxication (as poppers do) .
Using mice that were bred to have AIDSRemember, not every person exposed to
like immune deficiencies, researchers
the AIDS virus comes down with AIDS . To
studied the effect of prolonged exposure to
date , roughly 10% go on to develop the fatal

form ofHTLV-III infection. If poppers have
a pa rt to play in that scenario , then buye r
a nd user beware. The words of one of the
De nv er
resea-rc hers,
Dr .
P . R .J.
Gangadharam , shouldn't go unheeded e~en
if these facts do : " We believe our findin gs
establish that inhaling isobutyl nitrite (i.e.
poppers) should be considered dangerous to
homosex uals and others at high risk for
developing AIDS. " ·
For more.information about poppers, the
Gay Health Action Committee has on order
an excellent pamphlet called: POPPERS ,
YOUR HEALTH , AND AIDS - CAN
YOU AFFORD THE RISK? and will make
this pamphlet available as soon as possible .
If you would like a copy , write to GHAC ,
P.O. Box 10723. Portland , ME 04104 and
we will mail one to you . Or you can order
this pamphlet from the San Francisco AIDS
Foundation , 333 Valencia Street, Fourth
Floor , S .F ., California 94103 . Or call the
AIDS-Line at 775-1267 or 1-800-851-AIDS .

discover new routes

year round outdoor trips
for women
a sampling o

inter(spring trips 1986:

• beginners .x-c ski di ·c
• winter in Acadia Nation'al Park
• wilderness lodge x-c ski weekeod
• southwest canoe trip:
5 days on the Rio G;rande
• in search of ancient herbs:
backpacking in Appa la chia

Custom Trips and

ore .. .

Send for FREE brochure!

new routes
242 Dartmouth St .. Pa'rtland, Maine
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Therapy /Support Group

for
LESBIAN/GAY
ADULT CHILDREN
of ALCOHOLICS

-~-

Led by: BETSY HOOD, R.S.A.C.
SUITE 42.1
142 HIGH STREET
PORTLA!I.D. MAI-.[

For more information roll

773-1235
620 Congress StreetPortland, Me . 04101 207-772-4552
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/ndfridua/ Counseling for
Adult Child Issues
also available.

AMARYLLIS
unique &. beautiful clothing
from everywhere

41 Exchange St.

Portland
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ThE,se Warts You Don't Get From Toadls
We often associate vimses and sexually
transmitted infections with dreaded diseases
like AIDS, Herpes, or Hepatitis-B, but there
is a viral , sexually transmitted disease that
is generally minor: condyloma accuminata,
more widely known as venereal warts .
Condyloma is a Greek word meaning
"knob, " or " round tumor." In fact , the ancient Greeks knew the:se warts to be
transmitted by sex. Condyloma accuminata
belong to a larger family of warts caused by
the Human Papiloma Vims (HPV). HPV
causes many common types of warts, including warts on the hands: and plantar warts
on the feet. The specific HPVs which cause
these various warts are similar to each other,
but upon examination m11der the electron
microscope, they are all found to be
different.
Venereal warts are usually transmitted by
direct sexual contact between men or between women , although warts are often
found in people whose only sexual partner
does not have them . This: is definitely true
of gay men; there seems to be a correlation
between anal-rectal warts and anal receptive
intercourse, yet most men with. anal-rectal
warts report that their partners did not have
warts on the penis. At any rate, close contact between moist surfaces is ideal for
transmission of the virus. About 65% of
people with warts have partners with warts.
It is not known how common venereal
warts are , although one survey showed that
3.3 % of STD clinic patients had condyloma.
The incubation period is 3. weeks to 6
months or more. It is during incubation that
warts are transmitted . (Incubation period
refe rs to the amount of time it takes for
symptoms to appear after exposure to the
virus .)
Warts begin as small llumps , very often
with an irregular, cauiliflower-like appearance . Shape and color may vary; in
moist area , they may be soft, pink or red.
On dry skin surfaces, wa11s are harder, and

by R.J. Bass

yellow-grey,. They may occur singly or in times more common than genital warts. Podophyllin should not be used on pregnant
clusters at any site. They can be painless or Anal-rectal warts can cause itching and women.
bleeding with anal intercourse or after bowel
Other treatments are cryo-cautery (freezitchy and uncomfortable.
Among women, condyloma are found on movements. A rare complication of very in'g), trichloracetic acid (similar to
the vulva (vaginal lips), perineum (area bet- large warts is that they can become podophyllin in how it works), or burning by
ween vagina and anus) , and Jess frequent- cancerous. Anal-rectal warts are uncommon laser or electrocautery. When warts are very
ly, the vagina, cervix, anus, and rectum . among heterosexual men; gay men have 50! large or located internally, it is sometimes
According to Ralph Richart, MD, a times greater relative risk of anal squamous, necessary to remove them by sur.gery under
research physician in New York City, 30% . cell cancer, probably due to HPV exposure. local or general anesthetic.
For either men or women, diagnosis is
More than half the time, warts return after
of women with external warts will also have
internal warts. The women he has studied based on the rather typical appearance of treatment. This is because unseen warts in
are representative of the general population, condyloma. Lab tests to confirm diagnosis: the incubation stage may not be burned or ,
and some of his findings may not be as are rarely needed . Sometimes a blood sam-· frozen off. Repeat treatments are usually
significant to lesbians. Many studies have pie is drawn to test for syphilis, because: needed ; this is probably the most frustrating
shown a relationship between HPV and syphilis lesions can be confused with con-· aspect of having condyloma.
Some researchers have been successful
cancer, but cancer of the cervix is very rare d~Joma. A pap smear will sometimes deteclt
in lesbians, nuns, and other women who the presence of condyloma before the warts using interferon as a treatment. Interferon
·
boosts the immune system and is being
rarely or never have vaginal intercourse with actually appear.
Venereal
warts
are
obvious,
but
internal
!
hailed
as a treatment method with a much
men. Dr. Richart believes that cancer of the
cervix is a sexually transmitted condition, warts are another story. Vaginal and cervical lower relapse rate than other remedies.
Another successful element of treatment
with HPV as the possible culprit. H_PV ,. he warts may be seen by viewing the inside of
.
the
vagina
with
a
speculum,
an
instrumen1
t
involves
sexual contacts. The partners of a .
theorizes, is a carcinogen (cancer-causing
agent) transmitted by , or acting as a co- · which holds the vagina open for pap smears person who has warts should also be
factor with , sexual intercourse. HPV shows and check-ups. Anal-rectal warts can be checked and treated when warts are fouµd .
Venereal warts are difficult to prevent
up on about 1% of all pap smears ; con- detected by using an anoscope, which is indyloma are sometimes associated with pre- serted into the rectum to allow the clinician unless one abstains from close sexual concancerous changes in the cells of the cervix . to look for and treat the warts. Men with tact. The use of condoms is advised, as well
Additionally , "5 % of cancers of the vulva are warts near the anus should have an as checking your partner and yourself for
anoscopic exam.
symptoms. Whether you .are a man or a
associated with HPV .
There are several treatments for warts. woman, keeping healthy is the best prevenWomen with vaginal warts may self-infect
·
themselves , because vaginal secretions can The most common treatment _is podophylltn , tive policy for condyloma.
a
caustic
resin
from
the
mandrake
·
plant,
If
you
think
you
may
have
warts,
call your
transport the virus from the vagina to the
perineum and anus . Sometimes, when a mixed with a 10-25 % solution of benzoin. health care provider or visit the nearest STD
woman has warts, she may also have an ir- Dabbed onto the warts, it will " bum" them clinic. Though annoying, venereal warts are
ritating discharge. When the immune system off. Healthy tissue surrounding warts is treatable and usually minor, and that's as
is depressed , as it is during pregnancy , con- coated with vaseline or zinc oxide cream (th,e good as the news gets.
dyloma may increase in size and number. stuff lifeguards use to keep their noses from ,
CONDOM UPDATE - According to the
As with other STDs, lesbians are at lower getting sunburned) to protect against the
· podophyllin. A few hours after th,e New York Times, Jay Levy, a virologist
risk for venereal warts .
For men, the sites of infection are rectum, podophyllin is applied, the person should researching AIDS at the University of
anus , the area between scrotum and anus, wash it off. If the podophyllin is not wash- California in San Francisco, has conducted
scrotum, and all parts of the penis: shaft, ed off, chemical bums can result. Within a experiments showing that condoms do proforeskin, glans, and meatus (the opening on few days of treatment_, the warts dry up and tect against AIDS transmission . Dr. Levy
filled several different brands of condoms
the penis). Warts are more common in un- fall off.
circumcised men than in those who are · Podophyllin is absorbed into the blood with AIDS virus solution. Even after 3
stream; therefore , its use on internal warts weeks , the condoms had not l?ked any
circumcised.
of
· the vagina or rectum is debatable:. virus !
Among gay men , anal warts are 5-10

T Gay/Lesbian Alliance T
(formerly Gay People's Alliance)

BE A PART OF ONE OF THE OLDEST AND
MOST ACTIVE GAY AND LESBIAN ORGANIZATIONS
IN THE STATE 4:>F MAINE!
T Would you like to receive confidential periodic updates, news and
information about university and community happenings?
T Would you like to have input on the types of events and entertainment
that GLA sponsors?
T Would you like to be a part of one of 1ihe oldest and most active gay and
lesbian organizations in the state of Maine?
IF SO, FILL OUT THIS FORM and send i1i to GLA, 92 Bedford Street,
Portland, ME 04103:

NAME"~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~

ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~-
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F111
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CURRENT INTERESTS~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~-

772/1010
("If business, use name of buslneS8)
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A Short 'S tory : A Day Before Monday
by Norman B1rillant
She rolled her body slowly o.ver the width
of the bed, turning in half sleep from one
side to the other. Each day began with this
reminder. This bed, this house had i single
occupant. Laying on her stomach, waiting ,
an arm stretched out over the edge, her hand
hanging toward the floor, she sighed .
· Silence. How strange to not even bear the
ticking of a clock. The wonders of modern
technology , the miracle of a digital alarm,
made her wondering that much more intense. Progress was robbirng even the small
inconvenient distractions.
Soon her mother would call . It was a
tradition. Each Sunday morning the phone
would ring and b~gin a ritual that could be
predicted to the detail. H was no longer
amusing: It wasn't even tolerable now . So
many .Sundays had passed that she anticipated it all 'with a boring dread. Mother
talked and the daughter listened. Sometimes
she felt desperate with escape and considered disconnecting the phone for a true
day of rest. A more suitable alternative to
any. Today, she simply did not feel like chitchat. Today , she hoped the world would
dissipate or at least allow her to be absent. ·
Warm moistness touchc~ her extended
hand, like a lover's tongue to finger tips. She
felt her body go slight in memory. The sensation clung up the arm and down to the
center cavern of her life and up again in
repetition, forcing her to smile. Her lips
pursed, ready for kissing: that would not
come. Her breasts pinched, an iced tickle ,
throbbing. Her hand told her to respond .
The warmth was real. It was.
Waking too quickly she bent over the side
of the bed and groaned ''Get the hell out of
here," "startling an over-affectionate dog
. desperaJe for the morning call. Hours later
she would find herself starx:ling inadvertently
in a warm puddle by the sink.
The phone rang . " Why me? Why me?"
n rang to that aggravating: pitch, endlessly
screaming for attention. Again and again.
"Get the hell out of here.'' Ring, ring,
ring. .. Perhaps it's an emergency. Too much
of a coincidence, but perhaps. Ring, ring,
ring .. .It seemed to know she was home. She
·had no intentions of surrendering to its an-

noying cry . She would not relinquish her
solitude. Ring , ring, ring .. .It occurred to her
that it might not be her mother. Ring , ring ,
ring .. .It might not be. Ring , ring .. .Her body
made a full roll to the other side and grabbed
the phone before the last bell sounded.
" Hello."
''Maggie? Is that you? My God. I was worried something might have happened ,
honey. Are you all right? Why didn't you
·answer the phone? I thought you died ; it
nearly killed me ."
" Hello , mother. "
" Where were yout'
"The dog. I was letting out the dog and
didn't hear .. . "
" My God, Maggie , I let it ring forever .
How long can it take an animal to pee? You
don't have to chaperone the mutt, just let
him out. I was just about to hang up . "
"I'm sorry mom. Really. I'm still half
asleep. "
" Did you just · get up?" It's nearly ten
o'clock. You shouldn't stay out so late, You
never sleep thls late. You know that I
generally call around this time every Sunday morning. I got a year older waiting for
you to answer the phone."
" Six times a minute, mom."
"What? Don't talk in your sleep, Maggie.
What do you mean six times a minute?
What's that mean?"
"The phone. A phone rings six times every
minute. It just seems like a long time."
" Is that supposed to make me feel better
about waiting?"
· "No, mom, I'm just trying to say .. . never
mind.''
There was a long pause while they both
waited to see who would provoke more conversation. Maggie wanted to end it. Nothing
her mother could say would ~ e the day
less dreadful. It was a certainty the reverse
would happen.
'
"How are you, mom?;'
" Fine. Except for those chest pains."
"I told you to get them checked out weeks
ago."
"Don't preach to me, Maggie. I'm too old.
I have enough problems with this body
without having to find out about any more."
" It could be something serious, Mom, you
never know. "

' 'That's right. You don ' t. So I'll worry
about it , okay? "
" No . It' s not okay ."
" Okay: So it's' not okay . I don 't need your
. permission."
' 'Mom, did I do this to you when I was a
kid? Did I? "
"Yes, you did , and everything they say
about revenge is true , I feel as sweet as
ever."
Maggie wanted to kill the old woman. She
was in no mood to wait for any illness to
do the work for her.
''Can we discuss something other than your
stubborn refusal to go to the doctors? "
" Fine. Do you remember Mr. Whitehall?
The old man two houses down from me?
Well, he had a stroke last .Wednesday and
you know what? He was constantly complaining from chest pains ."
" That's not funny.''
''I'm getting older, but I'm not senile, Maggie. Of course it's not funny. What did you
do with yourself all week? "
"Nothing."
"How are things? "
"Fine. "
·
" How's work? "
' 'Gocxl.. ''
"You want to get together for lunch
. tomorrow?"
" No. "

"Don't you eat lunch? What' s wrong with
·
you?."
Her mother always asked that question
with a tone of accusation. It was not a re:quest for conditions in Maggie's life, but
always that finger pointing to faults imagined and real and always exaggerated.
" What's wrong with you, Maggie?"
"Nothing. I'm fine, just fine."
Both felt the conversation coming to an
end. No lunch tomorrow. No change in the
usual routine of their lives. It was that old
predictable dialogue and a regular weekly
call, that acknowledged their existence and
their relationship. It added to the cycle.
"Well, if you're fine then I guess that's an
I need to know . You sure you won't go for
lunch tomorrow?"
' 'No thanks; mom. I'm much too busy. I've
got all this work and there 's things to do

around the house and ... "
" I see, I understand . Really . Well , then ... " ·
Maggie began to cry . All the tears she
refused in the past, when she absolutely
refused to cry , when she'd cut a_finger at
twelve , when her father died , all those occasions came to her now in neglected sorrows and self pity. She was angry that this
behavior could not wait .until her mother
finished .
"Are you crying? Maggie? Do I hear you
crying?"
" No . I've got a cold."
" Maggie , you never got colds, but always
lied. What's the matter, honey? "
Silence.
" Paula left."
" Oh, I see. "
" I'm sorry , mom. "
"Why?"
"I wasn't going to tell you. I know you don't
warit to hear it."
"Yes, well .. .it isn 't what I expected, but I
can ' t say I was shocked."
" Well, it's over. She's left. Three years and
she just moves out. ''
" Are you all right, Maggie?"
' 'I need to go back to bed for a while and ... ''
" I don't know what to say to you , dear.
What can I say?"
"I loved her, mom. Do ybu know that?"
"I never thought .. . it never occurred to me
that you felt otherwise. I am sorry, but you
know .. . "
"No preaching. I'm too old for that, mom."
"I am sorry, dear. Really . Maggie?"
" Yes, mom."·
" I love you. You do know that. "
"It never occurred to me that you felt otherwise. Maybe we could have lunch together.
I'll make the time.' '
'.'That would be nice."
"Fine. I'll pick you up at noon.'.'
"Fine."
·
" Fine."
"Well, then ... "
"Mother?"
"Yes. "
"Call the doctor. Make an appointment. "
"Fine."
Maggie fell off to a sleep for most of the
day. Waiting. The phone beside the bed
joined her. Waiting, but idle. Silence.
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New A American ~ Cookery

AIONSON,

511 F,e rnt A•

4 7 Middle Street, Portland
· Serving D111ner ·
Tuesday-Sunday 5-10 PM .
Reservations Suggested
774-9399
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Meditation is in a ie l iscip · wbich see.ks
create a path lhro I lhe chaos around and
within us so that ou deeper. spiritual nature
can emerge .
We offer • introductory 'Workshops
• 8-veek train~na courses
• advancea~io11roup
lo

for ioformati

G1L1ess who goes
to

PAPA JOE'S?
People li~k e you! ·
Be Ii berated for a change.

·ao

Water Street
A1L1gusta, Maine
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Clothes to go .•. for men ... open daily io-s Sunday ti-s ... corner
Milk and Market Street in the Id
land Maine

Mirror
by Paul H. Groves
Older i am
As i contemplate in obscura silent
The lines and wrinkles of my face
Of a forgotten mystical trace
From my childhood years
I've embraced my soul within the
looking glass
As an eye looks back from the gray
·
misty haze of life
I am looking at a hole in my dreams
Lost in a cosmic void of time
The image looking back · was from my
youth now upon a dream within ....
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Final ·Farewell
by Dave M. Welln:ian
When we parted, I knew right then •
There was nothing more, it was the end.
I searched my mind to find out why,
On all those nights, I'd hear you cry.
You just weren't happy, that's all it was
It's our final act and there's no applause
Our love was like heaven, just you and I
But now it's like hell and I'm burning
alive
My life is empty, once bright now blue
I think of the past when our love was
once true
When I envision my future, I'm fUled
with fear
There is no way to stop what is near
If I am destined to live without you in
my life
There's only one way to end this eternal
strife
I take this blade and with it I thrust
Deep in my heart, which is already dust
I grow weaker by minute, as the blood
from me flows
I lie here dying, yet somehow, my love
for you still grows .
As death seeps in my mind , body , and
spirit
I scream one last scream, but I know .. .
. . .you'll
never,
ever,
· hear
it.
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Symposium XIll - Update
~

It's 1986 and the Maine Lesbian and
Gaymen's Symposium XIII will be here
before you know it. The dates are May 23,
24, 25, & 26 - that'.s Memorial Day
Weekend - and it's being held on the
Presque Isle campus of the University of
Maine. The Organizing Committee wants
the input and involvement of our'community in Maine; we're talking about
WORKSHOPS . If you have well-defined
suggestions for topics , please let us know.
If you are interested in facilitating a
workshop, contact us. If you know of someone else who would be a good workshop
leader, encourage her or him to get in touch
. with us . We have a limited number of slots
available, but we can always find a space.
If we have your name and mailing address , you ' ll receive a Symposium XIII
registration form during March. The cost for
REGISTRATION is $15 (more if you can).
Seniors and students are $10. Lower income
people may wish to arrange for work during Symposium in exchange for the registration fee . Requests for work exchange must
be sent to us by April I , 1986. Your
registration fee includes all ~orkshops,
panel discussions , opening and closing sessions, two dances, dinner-theatre, brunch,
and two play presentations.
As of this writing, the cost of HOUSING
in a dormitory on the Presque Isle campus
is $7 per night per person, double occupanc;y. This cost may be requced pending the
success of the "Buy the Dorm" fund drive.
(The deadline for donations to the fund was
o.ri¥inally January 31; it's been changed to
the first of May - so it's not too late to help
defray the housing costs.) Linen , blanket,
pillow,i and towels are inducted in the housing charge. If you wish information on area .
motels , Presque Isle's one hotel , and the
nearby camping areas, we can send it to you .
If you wish to receive a registration form ,
send your name and mailing address to:
. SYMPOSIUM XIII , Post Office Box 990 ;
Caribou , Maine 04736-0990.

Women's Sexuality Conference: Power, Spirituality, Pj)litics
On Sunday, March 9th, 1986 the Women's Forum will be sponsoring a Women's Sexuality conference on the U.S.M . Portland Campus. The goal of the conference is to examine the issues that impact on women's identities as sexual beings.
The .scope of the conference is very broad, encompassing issues such as the media,
spiritual healing, bisexuality, self esteem, health, pornography, relationships, sexual orientation, parenting and many other topics that have yet to be submitted. The keynote speaker
will be a dynamic woman who is new to the Portland area. Her name is Marta Pearson,
M.S ., S.A.S., who has an extensive background in wo rking with all aspects of sexual
abuse . The conference will conclude in the early evening with a perfonnance by singer ,
songwriter, and performer Karen Beth, whose versatility _with many i~struments is
impressive.
The cost of the conference will be on a sliding scale fee of ten to twenty-five dollars
which will incJude Karen Beth's performance. NO ONE WILL BE TURNED AWAY
FOR LACK OF MONEY!
We will have snacks on sale all day (bagels and cream cheese, fruits, juices and teas)
but you will rieed to bring a bag lunch .
If you have an idea for a workshop or would like to help out durii:ig the conference
please contact the Women ' s Forum at 780-4083 , Mondays , Wednesdays or Fridays. We
hope to see you there! ·

The Third Regional Conference on Bisexuality

On March 8th, 1986 the U.S.M.
but a few of them are considering bisexualiWomen's Forum will be hostessing the anty, singles, married , friends of bisexuals,
nual northeast regional conference· on the
pagans, incest . survivors, people with
Portland campus. This conference is being
AIDS/ ARC and friends of people with
sponsored by bisexual women and men from
AIDS/ARC. Following the affinity groups
Portland, Boston and Providence; most of
will be a diversity panel which will present
whom are associated with the Boston Bisexthe viewpoints of individuals representing
ual Women's and Men's Networks . The
the wide variety of experiences and
location in Portland this year reflects the
backgrounds within the bisexual communigroups interest in maintaining the regional
ty . The afternoon workshops will explore a
character of this annual event, as well as in
range of personal and interpersonal topics .
reaching out to bisexuals and others in norIn general, these relate to developing a strong ·
thern New England.
personal identity, creating a family , and
Traditionally, this conference has served
building .healthy relationships. There will be
as a place for bisexuals and their friends -to
seventeen diverse workshops to choose
meet, socialize and affirm our identities as
from . Saturday night there will be a boogie
bisexuals. Further, this will be our forum
bash held in the gymnasium and a rally for ·
to focus on issues relevant to ourselves and
ail those who will be catching the bus down
our communities. We are by nature a diverse
to Washington the next day to support the
assemblage of people, and workshop topics
right to choose to have an abortion; it should
are planned to reflect_this diversity ranging
be a hot time. On Sunday the workshops will
from a discussion on the coming-out process
be concerned with issues which affect our
to the politics of sexuality. We hope you will
interaction with society ; how we relate to
join us for a provocative weekend. The cost
the lesbian, gay and straight communities
is on a sliding scale and early registration
and ways in which we can strengthen our
will save you money. The breakdown is $35
owq community . Sunday is also the
· before February 10th, after that date regular
Women's Sexuality Conference which will
Symposium XIII - A Call For Artists,
admission is $50 and patrons are encouraged
be held on the Portland campus. Those
Ex)iibitors
to pay between $60 and $120.
wishing to explore in more depth issues
Let me gi've you just a smidgen of what · relating to women around personal power,
the weekend will look like. On Saturday
spirituality and politics are invited to attend.
At 'this May 's Maine Lesbian and
morning
participants
will
meet
in
small
afThere
will be a separate registration -i
Gaymen's Symposium XIII, a display area
finity groups to identify and explore issues
Luther Bonney Hall.
has been set aside in the dormitory's lobof common concern in a safe environment.
The Portland portion of the bisexual C()nby/lounge-area at the Presque Isle campus
The
three
main
groups
are
men,
women
and
ference,
which has yet to be completed , is
for art displays and sales; book sales , and
the task of housing some 200 to 250 people
mixed, with sub groups in each. The sub
community groups and organizations to set
groups for women are lesbian women,
who will be traveling from as far away as
up displays. To request space, write to:
straight
women,
women
identified
women,
Philadelphia
and New York City. If you
SYMPOSIUM XIII/DISPLAYS, Post Ofand mothers. The sub groups for men are
h~ve room in your home please call us and
fice Box 990, Caribou, Maine 04736-0990.
join the hospice committee. Our number is
gay men, straight men, fathers and feminist
men. The mixed group has seventeen sub
780-4083 and our hours are IO to4:30 MonGinny LaCrow
day
thru Friday.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • groups all of which I will not mention here

Anm.mncements

A group offeFing support services to persons with AIDS is being formed. Plans include a Buddy system, which will offer oneto-one volunteer support to persons with
AIDS. There are also plans to less intensified volunteers for services such as shopping, transportation, etc. Tentatively
planned are support groups for persons with
_A IDS, their lovers, and family members.
A general meeting for all those interested
will be held February. 12, 1986 at 7:00PM
at Our Books, 4 Pine Street, Portland. Those
wishing to act as voluntee.rs or help in any
way are welcome. For further information
call Fred at 775-7270 or Skip at 773-9681.
Are you gay or 1.e sbian and traditionally
married? Do you have trouble understanding
your spouse or vice versa , and want very
much to work things out? Ther{s no need
to feel alone in this situation any longer.
Contact Dick at Papa Joe's in Augusta. He' s
hoping there will be enough interested people to form a support group soon . So don't
be shy! Pick up the phone and call ·him right
away!

A national network has begun of organizations of gay male and lesbian couples. Any
couples interested in forming a Maine
couples chapter may get more information
from: John and Paul. c/o A .C .T . Box
723291. Atlanta , GA 30339 or
404-432-1085°.

Is anyone interested in reviving the Unitarian
Universalists' "INTERWEAVE" group in
Portland? If you are, please contact Peter
Burgess at 774-6028.

Life Cycle '86 is the trans-America bicycle rally from New York to San Francisco,
as an Aids Benefit event. A Bangor to New
York route will be started in early May to
join up with the national route. Volunteers
and bicyclists interested in participating in all
or any portion of the event are encouraged
to write : Life -Cycle ' 86. 29 Custer St. ,
J.amai~a Plain ,r Mass. 02130 or call (617)
52-2-9-194.
·

. !B,.£1:fa.nt' ~ !Bakn!J
38 CUSHING STREET
· BRUNSWICK. MAINE 04011
725-2581

OUR-BOOKS
an altematlve bookstore

Now in Stock:
Raging Peace

I

Medicine Woman

"Hearts of Space".

~~~~,~~~
,~~EUS_MUSIC'
Our prices ore

The Color Purple

I

I

i=".
§PASTRIES AND CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
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OUR BOOKS • 4 Pin·e St. • Portland
(207} .773-5540

11alliiil------------------iiiiiliiiiiliiiii----------iiiiiiillliiliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiii.l

S1 to $3 off list price. -

3.," ro,a ~ .. aet. ?ortl~nd. ME 04101
Moll Orders Welcome
VISA & Mastercard occepte!=l

772-8416

.. .

CHARLES 0. HOWARD
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
by Laura M. Smith
Last year, in res ponse to the tragic deatli
of Charlie Howard in Bangor on July 7,
1984, the Charles 0 . Howard Memorial
Scholarship was created.
The · death of Charlie exemplifies the
kind of a<;:tive bigotry and violence that is
perpetrated agai nst gay men and lesbians
o n a daily basis.
Occurrences of violence against Maine's
gay and lesbian community continue to be
a most serious problem . Certainly the incident in Lewiston involving a gay man who
was forced to protect his own life by stri king out in self-defe nse- an act which
resulted in the death of his perpetratorfurther exemplifies the severity of the
issue.
The Charles 0. Howard Memorial
Scholarship was established by the Gay /
Lesbian Alliance (formerly the Gay People's Alliance), a student organization of
the University of Southern M aine.
This scholarship speaks out for Charlie.
May it also speak out for all those who
have suffered at the hands of the bigots
and righteous zealots who deny us our
natural and civil rights- our right to be
free from fear and our right to be treated
as equal human beings.
. The second annual Charles 0. Howard
Memorial Scholarship will be awarded to
the writer who best articulates, in essay
form, the importance of civil rights for
lesbians and gay men.
To qualify for the $250 scholarship, you
must be a degree candidate (have a major)
at the U niver--Gity of Southern Maine with
an accumulative grade point average of
2.5 or better la nd be carrying at least six

credits. The essays must be written in
acco rd a nce with college level standards.
The essays will be judged by a selecti on
committee consisting of th ree USM professors , one Student Activities employee,
and two GLA staff members.
The scholarship will be awarded to the
winning writer on Recognition Day at
USM on April 23. 1986. The chosen essay
will also be published in university periodicals, and may be published in OUR
PAPER.
We cannot allow the violence to continue. We must speak out. Public education and awareness are crucial. We at
G LA appeal to you to think of Charlie
Howard , think of yo urselves, and of yo ur
friends and famil y. Until our civil rights
are protected under Maine's law, we cannot be silent. We must speak out or the
violence will continue.
For an application and / or more information, please contact G LA at 92 Bedfo(d
Street, Portland 04103 . Phone #: 7804085.
The Charles 0. Howard Memorial
Scholarship is funded through GLA, and
anyone who would like to make a contribution to the fund may send their check or
money order to us at the above address.
All donations are appreciated . Your contributions ensure the continuance of this
scholarship.

Let's Face the Facts
by P.M. Barry
Gay life is one of the hardest ways to live.
It involves a lot of rejection. For many years
gay people have been rejected by the rest
of the world , yet over the past fifteen years
gay people have been coming together and
forming a community . Today as a community we are better able to deal with the rejection we get from the straight world . We
don't let straight people reject us j ust
because we are gay. They can't just put us
aside anymore .
The gay community is growing all the
time, but so is rejection. I'm not just talking about the rejection from straight people .
What about gay people rejecting gay peopie? I feel that gay men and women should
get together an'd accept each other, to be able
to show more respect, love, and understanding for one another.
Most gay people have misconceptions of ,
what the ideal gay person is . If someone
doesn't measure up to one's conception then
he or she is dumped on. As P.S . Sutherland
stated in the January issue of Our Paper ,
gossip can be very vicious and most of the
time untrue. The victim of gossip is cruelly
hurt.
Gay people are very jealous of each other
- who has what, who knows who, and who
doesn't. Cliques are very common in gay
life . Everyone is involved in a clique in one
form or another. Cliques are groups of people with the same likes , dislikes , and interests who usually don't care for anyone ex-

cept themselves . Gay people in the middle
class cliques reject the so-called lower class
or no-class because of the clotlJes they w.ear,
or maybe because a 'person isn't the best
looking. Maybe he or she is too old or too
young . Gay people use dumb little ways to
shy away from a good person who doesn 't
even have a chance to begin with because
of gossip.
One night .at a local bar , I overheard two
gay men talking: " Hey you see that guy over
there, he is wicked gross. Look at the
clothes )le is wearing . How can anybody
wear clothes like that in public? He is a
disgrace to the gay world . '' For the two
gentlemen who said this I am truly sorry .
He is one of us , no matter what he wears.
Did it ever occur to you that just maybe
those were the only clothes he had to wea r!
Maybe the two of you should be.as fortunate
as he.
This is the worst kind of rejection, yet it
goes on all throughout the gay world . Don ' t
you think it is time to stop the bull , and cut
its horns , so. that gay people can stop ,killing each other with rejection and bad gossip .
It is time to accept not reject, to show compassion for those who are less fortunate.
Gay people without each other would
perish. Let's start reaching out to each other,
no matter what walk of life we come from .
Let 's face the problem of gays rejectin.g
gays. Let's get together so every gay person is accepted, not rejected . Stop rieglecting the fact that gay people need each other.

it··

NW L~f~ooks
438 M.ain St ., Rockland, ME 04841

207/596-0040

We specialize in books by and about women, alternative health care and spirituality.
See our new section of gay .fiction
Hours: Monday thm Saturday 10-5:30

Happy Valentine's Day
Come Join Us on Friday, February 14th
for our Valentine's Day Celebration.
Red & White Night. Please wear
Red & White!!! Lots offun!!!
AIDS Benefit Weekend at the
Underground-Feb. 14, 15, 16. Sunday, Feb. the 16 is
Mardi Gras Costume BallPrizes will be awarded for the best-costume!

AIDS-Line 775-1267
OUR PAPER• page 9
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Gays In History:·

J.C. Leyendecker
by Norman R. Brillant

Who can argue that Norman Rockwell is
not America's premiere illustrator? His
works portray America as Americans wish
themselves to be seen. He paints humorous,
patriotic, family-oriented pieces: They are
ideal, pure and untouched by corruption,
hate, bigotry and, God Bless America forbid, homosexuality.
Whether or not you respect the man 's
work, his popularity cannot be disregarded.
His artistic virtue may be debatable but it
is pure Americana, or is it? What ifhe simply brought his own style to a milieu already
established by someone before him? All artists are influenced by another's work to
some degree. What if Rockwell emulated
· one of his predecessors, someone lost in the
historic shuffle? What if that artist was gay?
· Joseph Christian Leyendecker was born
in Germany on March 23 , 1874. Although
most accounts of this man's past are vague
and often undocumented, we know his father
brought Joseph, younger brother Frank, and
his wife to the States in the early 1880's
where they settled in Chicago. A daughter,
Augusta, was born here after their
immigration.
_ ·
J . C. Leyendecker was of Dutch heritage
with a natural gift for drawing. While it is
undetermined whether or not he finished
high ' school he did attend several art institutes here and abroad, constantly perfecting his technique . After years of pursuing
his work, he opened a studio with his
brother. In 1899 he gained national exposure
. with illustrations for several popular
magazines, a novel , and an ad for Proctor
and Gamble Ivory Soap.
In that same year The Saturday Evening
Post accepted one of Leyendecker's illustrations for its cover. Although he did not do
another Post cover until 1903 , his career
with that publication had begun. He even-,
tually became their most important cover artist for decades, often presenting preliminary

THE SR.TUI{D.llY/

1

EVENING POST t
Weekly Magazine ' ·
28 6J, Benj. Franklin ' ' ·

sketches instead of the usual finished product for approval. This unorthodox behavior
was tolerated by no artist before him and only Rockwell later in the magazine's long life.
In the early 1900's the brothers moved
their studio to New York. Leyendecker's
most important art assignment came to him
when he was hired by the manufacturers of
Arrow Shirts. Because of his illustrations of
well-dressed, handsome men he was assigned by Arrow to create for them ''The
Arrow Collar Man''. That figure became tlie
symbol of smart American manhood .
Leyendecker' s Arrow man was the epitome·
of chic. It increased sales for the company
and had a nation at worship, complete with
a fan club and offers of matrimony to the
drawing.
The models used by Leyendecker were
varied , but Charles Beach was employed ·
with regularity . Beach met J. C . in 1901 and
became a part of the Leyendecker hQusehold
for fifty years until the artist's death in 1951 .
There is no written proof of the full extent
of their relationship, but the innuendo is
there. Beach was not only J. C .'s ~ompanion. He participated in the hiring of
models, keeping accounts and doing chores
that allowed the artist to do his work.
On July 25, 1951 Joseph Christian
Leyendecker died of a heart attack while sitting at his New Rochelle estate in New
· York. Charles Beach was seated beside him
at the time. The estate was divided equally
between J. C. 's sister Augusta and Beach .
The vast library of Leyendecker art was sold
at auction for a fraction of their value . Beach
moved to a rooming house near the liquidated home and -died shortly after, a
· heavy drinker and crushed from the loss of
his friend J .C. Leyendecker.

•Source -J.C. Leyendecker by Michael
Schau
Watson~Guptill Publications
1974

- -- -- -- ...
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Maine Connection
A.A. Labor Day Round-up

~~

Clean & Sober
Valentine's Day
Dance

OoQ'

T!?re~tl!!~H

Feb; 7th

9 p.m.-1 a.m.

-

. octafted f,

425 Congress Street
fback door)
Unitarian Church

Mk

... ---

WOMEN '5

BAR
An exciting new gallery
featu ring the blown glass
of contempory
New ~ngland artists.
The Stein Glass GalleryCorner Milk & Market Sts.
Portland I 772-9072
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Restaurant

CMER TO WOMfN
at the Performing Arts Center
27 Forest A1A1nue
772-0453 • Reservations Suggested
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WE'VE COME A LONG WA\/, BABY
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Marching Out of the Closet
Last winter a group of amateur musicians took their music out of the closet and relearned
pie~cs that they hadn"t played_since high school. The result. the Lesbian and Gay Freedom
Tratl Band. ,was a well received and bright touch to the Boston Gay Pride "85 Parade.
The Band next joined with the Big Apple Corps for New York"s Pride Celebration and
later for the Provincetown Carnival. Throughout the summer and fall. the Band provided
Boston ·s straight community with needed shots of musical reality by performing Sunday
afternoon concerts on the Boston Commons. Through frequent gay community concerts.
by sending contingents to play with other gay bands across the nation. and' by local ''hotspot" appearances, the Band has earned an excellent reputation in its first year.
George Fulginiti-Shakar. a Boston-based performer who has recorded with several
nationally known artists'. became the Band's director. in July. George has lent a quality
t0 performances and has enlarged the variety of the Band's repertoire. The Freedom
Trail Band . now about thirty members strong. is preparing for its second season of concerts and_parades, a second season that will begin with a Sunday in April Aids Benefit
Concert m Portla_nd. The concert is a deliberate gift to Maine since proceeds will be :
don;ated to th~ Mame Health Foundation. The program will include Broadway show tunes ,
sw mg. class1cal. pop music. and some irrepressible marches. So. keep your ears open.
details of the concert will appear soon. The Band promises a great concert for a great
local cause .

EntreNous
Very quietly, and for the last three
months, " Entre Nous",
. of· 117
Spring Street, has been amassing funds
for the Maine Health Foundation. To
date, Portland's only women's bar has
donated $1 ,025 to the Maine Health
Foundation.
Risking quarters, patrons have been
challenged to si nk the coins into a shot
glass submerged in water in a one gallon
relish jar. Winners (and it is a thrill to be a
winner), two hundred and fifty of them so
fa.r. ace. p.omed..a..di:ink on the hous '
better health as it were. Losers and winners alike were given another 'shot ' at it to
make good . Entre No us also sponsored
two raffles, selling tickets fo r one dollar.
Prizes included dinners fo r two, donated
by Steve Gervais of Woodfords Cafe
movies for two , $20 and $30 certificates'
and hotel accommodations for two ali
donated by Entre Nous.
'
Currently, rel ish jar proceeds are being
dona!ed to the Women 's Community
Project, a newly formed organization now
in search of a home, which could provide
for Portland area women any number of
services, ranging from child care and
health care to providing a location to further one's education, or simply to provide
a safe place for women to meet.

Legende:

The Story of Philippa and Aurelie

Jeannine Allard
1984 Alyson Publications, Inc • .
Any legend worth telling usually allows
credibility and disbelief to coincide enticingly. So it goes with Legende: The Story Of
Philippa And Aurelie. This tale from Brittany revolves around two women who lived
and loved while one of them continued the
facade of a man.
The book is extremely short, easy reading
but covers a lifetime of two very strong
characters. There is a lyrical tone to the
novel as both of the women and the girl they
raised as their own relate separate versions
of life in their tiny fishing community .
Philippa, raised by nuns in a convent, is
· the one to eventually follow her dream of
being a sailor and impersonates a man to do
so. Her seafaring travels put her aboard a
ship cursed with scurvy . She rescues herself
by aba.ndoning ship and swims to the refuge
of Aurelie and her isolated existence.
· Aurelie lives with her mother in a small
coastal French town where attitudes are so
stifled that the family is associated with witchcraft. This allows the novel to have an
almost haunting effect as Aurelie accounts

'•

her very internalized world . She finds the
"sailor" on the beach and rejuvenates
"him" back to health and we see the relationship develop.
My two objections with this book seem
ludicrous since the story intends to be light.
Both of the major characters suffer from
what must certainly be known as spontaneous lesbianism. There is never any in- ·
dication that either of them had an attraction for women and .it becomes hard to accept when their lives togetner develop unquestioningly. In the 1800's it could not
have been less difficult than today .
Then, there is the matter of Aurelie's orphan niece who is accepted as the child the
two women never had . It is too convenient
that the girl accept her foster parents' sexuality and take it as her own as well. It's
possible, but much too pat and causes .problems with an idea already based on myth .
Still, I thought execution of the book better than good . It is a strong development
from a tale of hearsay to t~e very real story
of Philippa and Aurelie.

***********

or

The scene is the darkened library in
gangland leader Robert "Uncle Bobby"
Ryde's opulant mansion . A muffled shot
ri ngs out and a young renegade bookmaker
crumbles to the floor . mortally wounded. He
has broken an ancient and sacred oath made
to his underworld family. He dreamed af
leaving the illegal betting .business to marry
the girl of his dreams. Sheila.
"Sonny 's Wedding , .. a new musical comedy to be produced in Portland. tells the
story of Sonny. a young gangster who attempts to break free of the infamous underworld Ryde family . The show is based on
a book by Dan Domench with words and
music by Peter Gall way. Gall way also plays
the title role . Lyla Percy Wood plays Sonny 's lover. while Robert Szatkowski - who
played Big Dick in "Mrs. James Deari·· is Uncle Bobby Ryde. Other cast members
include Matthew Batten. rvfark P. Brown.
Carla Bryson, Marcus Gale , and Deborah
Rule. The dancing ensemble consists of Rick
Bouchard, Boo Musgrave . Linda Hallock
and Jill Van Note. " Sonny·s Wedding·· is
directed by Jeff o ~.. who also directed
"Mrs. James Dean .··
" Sonny"s Wedding·· will be performed at
t~e First Parish Church, 425 Congress St.
in Portland at 8 pm on February 12 through
15 and 20 through 22 .

"PARENTS OF
~
GAYS AND LESBIANS
.....""
A Support Group"
Mondays 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

·"-:::,I...
~

"SPOUSES OF GAYS
AND LESBIANS

The Gay/Lesbian Alliance (formerly the
Gay People's Alliance) of the University of
Southern Maine is seeking work-study
students for the spring '86 semester. If you
are able to work collectively and independently to help promote positive values,
:!ducation, and awareness about gay and lesbian related issues, please contact GLA at
92 Bedford St., Portland 04104 or call
780-4085 for more information. We will
train.

Delux Productions is throwing a benefit for itselffeaturing an encore performance of Cabaret VI, "Destination MooA" and an evening of dancing to the
swinging sound of the Charlie Brown Orchestra. Groundhog Day provides the
excuse, the Italian Heritage Center the place, and Delux's financial reality the
reason to celebrate on Friday night, January 31. The house will open at 8 p.m.
(door prizes, complimentary hors d'oeuvres, and cash bar) and the show begins
at 9 p.m. Tickets are $10 and are available at The Good Egg, Portland Wine and
Cheese, Cafe Always, Alberta's, itnd The Record Exchange.

***********

Judith Lippa, MSW
Licensed ·Clinical Social Worker
Psychotherapy
Individuals, Couples, Families

· A Support Group"
Tuesdays 5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Led by CAROL KERR, M.Div.
For further information call 871-8135.
Individual counseling sessions also available.

Suite 423
142 High Street
Portland, ME 04101

ECOLOGY HOUSE
773-1235

Gifts of Enviyonmental Consciousness
7 Exchange St., Portland, ME 04112 (207) 775-1281
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AIDS-Line
775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
M, W, F, 6pm to 9pm

Free To Be
11 King St.
Augusta, ME 04330

Bangor INTERWEAVE
P.O. Box 8008
Bangor, ME ~ 1

Friends and Parents of Gays
729-9843 (Brunswick)
623-2349 (Augusta)

Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
Bates College
Lewiston, ME 04240 _

GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B., Canad11

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 04011

Gay Health Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portland 04104

LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and. Gay Organization ·
Saint John)
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John
N.B., Cana~a E2L 4R9

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholic~ Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'l. Assoc. of Social
Workers
P.O. Box 5112, Station A
Portland, Me. 04101

Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC)
c/o 87 Sunset Strip
Brewer, Me. 04412
Central Maine Health Foundation
P.O. Box 3113
Lewiston, Me. 04240
Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407 ·
Boston, Mass. 02117
Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
P.O. Box 3771
Portland, Me. 04104
773-2294
Fredericton Lesbians and Gay~
. Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

·Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

Meetings

Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.

Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance - for Alcoholics Anonymous _ Gays in
discussion, support, and planning - every Sobriety _ every Tuesday, 7:30 pm,
· Sunda_y, 8:30 p .m. in Hirasawa Lounge, First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Chase' Hall, Bates College, Lewiston.
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance ·
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays month. Meetings rotated throughout state. second Tuesday of each month, 7:30,
See Calendar listing for location and time. Brunswick, call 729-9843.
Bangor Area Gay /Lesbian/Straight Coalition
Maine Connection AA Roundup, second (BAGLSC), meets the second Tuesday of
Sunday of every month, 2:00 pm, 125 every month at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer
Vaughan St., Portland.
at 7:30 pm.
· Gay/ Lesbian Spiritual Community125 Vaughan Street, Portland, Maine
Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday,
7:30 to 8:30 pm, First Parish Unitarian
04102. 7:00 p.m. 773-1924.
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St.,
MONDAYS
Portland .

Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
Portland. New members are welcome.
WEDNESDAYS

Friday, January 31
Gay / Lesbian Alliance Pot Luck Supper, for time and location call the G LA at
780-4085.
February 7, Steve Waltman, former coordinator of the Gay People's Alliance
and candidate for the Portland City Council, will be on hand to discuss issues of
concern. 7 p.m. , GLA, 92 Bedford St.,
.Portland.
·
Sunday, Feb. 9
Cross country skiing, Chiltern Mountain
Club get-togGther at Wolfs Neck State Park,
Freeport. 11 am . Bring lunch. Nonmembers invited. For info: Laura at
797-2350 or Michael at 617-522-9194.

New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay
and Lesbian Rights
P.O. Box 756
·contoocook, N.H. 03229
603-228-9009

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1:00
pm, followed by a potluck.

Thursday, Jan. 30
Frank Brooks will moderate a discussion
on "Beginning a new relationship in the age
of AIDS" , AIDS discussion group, at Our
Books, 4 Pine St. , Portland, 7:00.

Greater Portland N.O.W.
' P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

Gay People's Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085
TUESDAYS

Seacoast Gay Men - e.very Monday, 7-9
p.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays).
Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State
St., Portsmouth, NH (side door basement),
call Mark 207-646-2748

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108 .
YarmQuth, ME. 04096

Maine Connection
P.O. Box 5245,
Station A
Portland, Me. 04102

Gay/Lesbian Spiritual Community
125 Vaughan Street
Portland, Maine 04102
207-773-1924

SUNDAYS

Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday at 7 pm. Friends Meeting House.
Forest Avenue, Portland , 773-2294. (come
early).

· Greater Bangor NOW
P.O. Box 8026
Bangor, Me. 04401

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) second Wednesday of the month Fredericton, N.B . , Canada .

Thursday, Feb. 13
AIDS Discussion Group, Our Books, 4
Pine St., Portland, 7 pm.
February 14, Happy Valentine's Day from
the G LA . Call us for information about
tonight's meeting. 780-4085.
Sunday, F~b. 16
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
meeting, at New Leaf Books, 438 Main St,,
Rockland. I :00 p .m.
February 21, Betsy tiood will speak on the
problems that children of alcoholics may
experience in their relationships as adults.
7 p.m., GLA, 92 Bedford St., Portland.
Thursday, Feb. 27
R.J . Bass will discuss "Women and
AIDS'\ AIDS Discussion Group, Our
Books, 4 Pine St., Portland, 7 pm.

AIDS Anxiety Group - every Wednesday,
7 to 9 pm, 232 Court St. (Feminist Health
Center), Portsmouth, N .H., 603-436-7588,
207-363-7648.
THURSDAYS
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at8
pm, Unitarian Church, · Main St.,
Bangor.
1

Wilde-Stein Club-Thursday evening, ·
6:00-9:00 p.m., Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union, UMO.
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group meets
every other Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Our
Books, 4 Pine St., Portland, 773-5540. See
monthly calendar for dates .'
Greater Bangor NOW ...:. last Thursday·of
the month, Bangor City Hall, 7 pm. Call
989-3306 for info.
UMF Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ . of
ME., Farmington

Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou, Me: 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline, 498-2088
OUR PAPER

P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101
Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
UMF/Gay and Straight ·People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.)
.

UMF
Farmington, Me. 04938
USM W<Hl!t!n's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine· - Orono
Orono 04469
Womyn Who Write - second and fourth
Thursday, 7-9 pm, USM Women's Forum
office, 92 Bedford St., Portland, 780-4083.

FRIDAYS
"Free To Bee" Gay /Lesbian Alcoholic&
Anonymous -every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30.
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
Augusta.
Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7
·pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
meetings.
·
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805
Lafayette Road, Portsmouth, N.H.
SATURDAYS
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays, potluck suppers, meeting, starting at 7 pm. Dances every Saturday, ·9 pm
to I am. Unitarian Church, 126 Union St.
Free To · Be Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (comer Blake)
Lewiston.
'·

February 28, G LA Potluck. Come join the
fun! Call 780-4085 for details.

munity , 773-2294. BeginneFs welcome, no
partner needed, good music. good ti:ne ,
good cause. $5 at the door.

Saturday, March 1
· Women·s Contra-Dance. Portland
YWCA , 87 Spring St. , 8-11 pm , woman
caller, women musicians . Benefit for
resistance to Big Mountain Relocation .
Presented by the Feminist Spiritual Com-

Wednesday, March 5
MidCoast AIDS Support Group Meeting.
7 to 9 pm , at New Leaf Books . 438 Main
St. , Rockland . Call 596-0040 for information . Snow date March 12.

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for typesetting. specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonable
rates.

